Friday 12th February 2021
Dear Parents of Upper and Senior School,
I hope you are all keeping safe and warm from this wonderful
snowstorm that has visited us in Moscow today. Winter is still in full
swing and our students have a wonderful time being outside
building, sculpting and playing in the snow. We really stress the need
for all students to be dressed appropriately for being outside.
This week you will have received an abundance of feedback about
your child’s progress, from the reports issued on Tuesday, to the PPS
conferences on Wednesday and Thursday. Thank you to all those
who availed of our Parent, Student, Staff conferences on Wednesday
and Thursday. There was a lot of positive feedback from our teachers
and parents and I hope the students are now clearer on their
strengths and the steps they need to take to continue to improve. In
order to further support this, I will be sharing curriculum letters for
each year group for Term 2 next week.
Brookes Moscow Year 11 students have just completed
their Mock eAssessments. The value of these Mock’s is that
students get to see first hand what the exams look like and
have a chance to answer questions in a timed
environment. All students receive a 1-7 grade for the
Mock’s and you can view the grade on ManageBac. Our
Year 12 students are starting their preparation for the
Extended Essay, a requirement of all DP students in order
to qualify for IB DP Diploma. The essay is a 4000-word
research project over one topic from one subject. Students
will begin writing the essay in March and their final draft will be in October.
Walking around the classrooms, it is great to see such a range of learning
going on and teachers and students showing focus and creativity and
helping to build an excellent atmosphere conducive to learning. There are
photos contained throughout the letter with just some examples of the
excellent work being completed by the students.
We are continuing to set high standards for our students and one of these
standards is organisation. Students have all been given lockers and locker
keys personal only to their locker. However many students are forgetting
their keys or just losing them. In order to teach our students responsibility,
should they forget their locker key three times, I will be writing to parents
and if it happens a fourth time, the lock will be disabled and the student will
no longer require a key.

The highlight of the week was undoubtedly the Year 11’s
completing their Personal Project boards on Wednesday.
The Year 11’s have been working very hard on their
Personal Projects and Wednesday was the day when they
worked on completing their exhibition. Ms Sokolova and
Mr Campion set the students excellent targets and by the
end of the school day on Wednesday all boards were
complete and on display in the Atrium. Our Year 11’s
absolutely shone on Wednesday and I look forward to
advertising to you all very soon, when we will have our Personal Project exhibition evening.
We are still operating a hybrid model of learning with both in school and online learning. This is aimed
at including students who are not able to get to Russia or have to stay home because of COVID
related health reasons. All other students should be in school in person. If a student is not well
enough to come to school, they should be resting and recovering and not accessing online learning. If
a student needs to stay at home for health or quarantine reasons, please give the teachers advanced
notice of this. Students deciding in the morning that they are going to stay at home and accessing
learning will no longer be available to students from the beginning of March and I will be writing with
more details regarding this before March.
As we move through February, I would like to remind you that school is closed on 22nd and 23rd
February. There will be no in school or online learning on these days. In the meantime, I hope you are
all keeping safe and healthy and warm from the snow. We are nearly half way through the school
year and students are settling into their routines and becoming more independent in their learning. If
you have any questions regarding access to the students report, please check ManageBac as the
report is found there. If you still can not access this, please let us know and we will be very happy to
help.

Kind Regards

John Downey

Rick Lewis

Upper and Senior School Principal

Academic Dean/DP Coordinator

